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MPC Commissioners:

I have attached some elevations of the upscale boutique apartment community I have planned for Wallace 
Road.  They will be more similar to condo living than typical apartment in that we will offer some with 
attached garages for our tenants. So the tenant will able to drive into their garage and access their unit 
through the garage similar to most condos-homes. The units will be equipped with high end amenities such 
as stainless steel appliances, faux wood floors, fireplaces, 9 foot ceilings and higher on top floors. We will 
also have a clubhouse and pool with outdoor living space with fireplace and fire pit. There will also be an 
interior landscape area for residences to throw Frisbee, baseball etc. Rents will range from $1,000 to 
$1,800 per month. We are required to maintain a 35 setback from the property line but we went over 109 
feet with our buildings to give plenty of separation. We also have an extremely dense landscape plan that 
screens bordering property. Although I was not required to, we have developed a lighting plan that will 
keep our light on our property so it wouldn’t leak over the property line. The property is currently zoned for 
up to 15 units an acre.  I am doing 5 units an acre to conform to sector plan.  I feel like this does conform to 
property uses in the area. The condos in Lyons crossing, one of the neighborhoods fighting against this, 
has similar density and a lot of those units you can rent.  At the corner of Wallace and Northshore is high 
density assisted living facility.  The design is by Humphrey’s & Partners architecture firm in Dallas Texas 
and has won many awards.  It was designed to fit in an upscale area of mostly single family homes. All 
buildings near single family will be two stories and only have 8 to 10 units. It is a unique opportunity for 
Knoxville to have an ultra-luxury boutique community for people that choose to rent.  

I have attached a Harvard Study on Multifamily developments and it addresses the main concerns that the 
HOA groups brought up in my meeting with them.

1. Traffic

2. Impact on schools

3. Single family home price decline

1. Traffic: Page 8 in the report. Single family developments generate 42% more trips than does a unit 
in an apartment. Even greater on weekend.  With the failing intersection at Wallace and Northshore 
less traffic should appeal to residences. My simple example of yard maintenance illustrates this as I 
would only have one trip a week for yard maintenance versus potentially 76 if it were a detached 
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single family development.  The other factor is multifamily developments tend to have less kids 
versus single family therefore generating less trips. 

2. Impact on schools: Page 5 Noted above multifamily units have less kids. A typical 100 unit Single 
family development would have 51 school age kids versus 100 unit apartment with just 31.  At my 
Hardin Valley complex we have 136 occupied units in phase I with 17 school age kids.  The traffic 
study estimated 12 school age kids for Wallace road project.  The Hardin Valley apartments are in a 
comparable or slightly better school district. We have also given Hardin Valley thousands of dollars 
to help buy computers and pay for advertising in their sports programs. Also noted on page 5 that 
apartments are taxed at a commercial rate and pay more in taxes as a percentage value than single 
family.  The paper summarizes that actually apartments subsidies schools since we are sending less 
kids while paying more in taxes to the county.

3.  Property Values: Page 10.  The study’s conclusion was communities with highest multifamily areas 
had the highest home values.  On a side note it mentioned that higher household income was 
positively associated with the share of multifamily housing. The case studies on page 11 summarize 
the findings of several different studies and come to the same conclusion that property values won’t 
be negatively impacted and could be positive to home appreciation.

Usually when comparing multifamily to single family you would have significantly more units per acre for 
multifamily. However since I am doing a low density  5 units per acre development this is not the case as a 
single family developer could get  76 dwelling units on this property. So my development would generate 
less traffic, have less impact on schools and not have a negative impact on home values.  I also have paid 
my contribution for future road improvements at the intersection of Wallace and Northshore which is 
estimated to be a 3% increase.

I appreciate your consideration!

Best

Paul J. Murphy, III

6514 Deane Hill Drive

Knoxville, TN 37919

Phone:865-558-0577

Fax:865-566-0112

-- 
___________________________________________________
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